
REPORT WRITING COURSES

Report-writing course for teams and individuals. Get your reports written, read and acted upon.

He then moved into illustrated consumer books, where he eventually became Editor-in-Chief of an
international publisher. We can combine elements from any of our courses so what you get fits your needs
exactly. If you are new to university level study, find out more about the types of qualifications we offer,
including our entry level Access courses and Certificates. Full copyright details can be found in the
Acknowledgements section of each week. It was really good to receive feedback on my own work. What level
is it for? We tailor the content using examples of your documents so that everything is relevant for your sector,
industry and the kinds of reports your team write. I would like to receive a Proposal Yes please keep me
updated with news from Communicaid, a Learnlight company Please leave this field empty. Also note: If you
are a private individual you must pay by credit card at the time of booking. Journalism and Blogging.
Beginners to senior professionals. The timetable is as follows:  In this course, you will learn about a lot of
different ways to join ideas to make more complex and interesting sentences. Create an account to get more
Track your progress Review and track your learning through your OpenLearn Profile. He is now a freelance
consultant who carries out editing, project management and writing assignments for a variety of clients,
including: business organisations, government agencies, charities and publishers of consumer, academic and
educational products. Suitably tailored materials will be used throughout your Report Writing course and your
trainer will provide feedback on your own unedited writing as well as exercises and practice activities
appropriate to your context. GS GS has worked for over 28 years as a publisher, editor, proofreader, writer and
trainer. Anybody who writes reports of any kind â€” from board reports to annual reports. Delegates We can
train from four people up to your entire organisation. Advanced Writing University of California, Irvine via
Coursera This course will teach you to plan and write a more sophisticated argument essay, identify
plagiarism and explain how to prevent it, read and analyze several articles to form your own opinion on a
topic, make connections between several articles, form thesis statements from your readings, and use sources
effectively when writing an essay. We usually recommend a one or two day course but can also offer a more
flexible format to suit your schedule. Copyright information Creative commons: The Open University is proud
to release this free course under a Creative Commons licence. Each session has a maximum of ten delegates.
Our Business Writing Skills training is interactive and classroom-based which maximises learning through the
ability to ask questions and discuss specific issues. For training at your offices, we can deliver classes of up to
15 delegates, though with bigger class sizes you must understand that there is less time for questions from
delegates, and this may affect the quality of their experience. English Composition Arizona State University
via edX This introductory writing course will help you develop and express ideas effectively for a variety of
purposes, audiences and occasions. University of California, Berkeley via edX An introduction to academic
writing for English Language Learners, focusing on essay development, grammatical correctness, and
self-editing. Not ready for University study then browse over free courses on OpenLearn and sign up to our
newsletter to hear about new free courses as they are released. James Root, Cartesian I wish I'd taken this
earlier â€” I'll be bringing my booklet along to work to teach everyone else! Learn all about this course What
our delegates say about us. Note that we never cancel our scheduled classes -- even if there are only one or
two delegates -- so once you have booked, your place is assured. Excellent teacher and real-life examples. For
further information, take a look at our frequently asked questions which may give you the support you need.
Really useful course. This course focuses on writing skills. He is also an experienced and qualified trainer who
delivers courses in writing, editing proofreading and related skills to publishers and organisations in Europe
and the UK. Writing in English at University Lund University via Coursera Acquiring good academic research
and writing skills early on is essential for your success both at university and in your professional life.
Introduction to Research for Essay Writing University of California, Irvine via Coursera By the end of this
course, you will be able to complete all the steps in planning a research paper. Detailed below is a sample
profile of a member of our business writing training team. Class Sizes Maximum class size for Business
Writing Skills courses is 10 delegates, which ensures that attendees get adequate time for personal attention
from the instructor. What happens on the day If you are coming to our centre, dress code is smart casual.
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Caitriona Elliott, EY Really enjoyed this course. Take a look at all Open University courses. We can train at
your site, anywhere in the world, or train your team remotely online. Stephen Westmore, Lockhart Garatt
Excellent course, well taught and extremely relevant to my role.


